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In one famous scene in Jacques Tati’s 1958 film Mon Oncle, Tati’s character Monsieur Hulot tries to
open the kitchen cabinet in his brother-in-law’s hyper modern suburban home. He pulls repeatedly
on the cabinet’s handle, but cannot open it. He accidentally tricks some switch and the doors fly open
without warning, comically spilling their contents onto the floor. All throughout the house the doors
are automatic; the garage door operates with a mind of its own, the doors to the veranda slide open and
closed randomly, and Tati even manages to break the gate to the house as he attempts to use it like the
“manual” doors of his apartment in the city.

Hans-Christian Lotz, installation view.

In the main room of Hans-Christian Lotz’s untitled exhibition at David Lewis Gallery, three sets of
glass automatic doors, the kinds characteristic of convenience stores or supermarkets, are mounted to
the walls, opening and closing as you walk around the room. The doors, in parts smashed and with their
operating mechanisms visible to the eye, at first appear like debris removed from the aftermath of a
vicious riot in some European suburb—a much more extreme reaction to the superfluous upper-middleclass posturing that was the subject of Mon Oncle’s satire. But upon closer inspection, the mechanical
objects betray that they too are in on the joke. Titled with absurdly long untranslated names of German
water-powered mills like “Die Ölmühle aus Bickelsberg im Freilichtmuseum Vogtsbauernhof Gutach”
(2014), the pieces are acutely aware of the anxieties of Monsieur Hulot’s trip to suburbia—except, of
course, in the past 60 years the automatic door has shifted from a middle-brow extravagance to an
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immanent, and banal, symbol of commerce. Furthermore, Lotz’s version of Hulot’s trip from the city is
not straight to suburbia, but also adds a stop in the bucolic German countryside.
Underscoring this, one set of doors has a folksy flute embedded in its mechanism, while another has a
cast facsimile of the flute. These objects, their copies, and the titles of the sculptures (names of mills) all
refer to a history of industrial production set between two poles of city and country, and harken back to
the pastoral ideals of the German Romantics, where technological advance stood in profane contrast
to the ageless magnificence of the countryside. In Lotz’s hands, the sliding automatic doors augur a
philosophical collapse of property enabled by technology; emblems of the city, country, and suburb
collide into a vague and threatening territory guided purely by economics, existing everywhere and
nowhere. His Germanic references fit the works’ intellectual prescriptions.
Walking around the space, your movements triggering the sensors that open and close the pieces, is
a disconcerting experience with a lingering air of menace that Tati would have appreciated. It doesn’t
feel quite like a gallery, and as the movement of the doors traces your path through the space, you can’t
help but be aware of the fact that the work is staring back at you. Of course, for the moment, there is an
important difference between a surveillance camera and an electric eye—only one keeps a record.

Hans-Christian Lotz, “Die Olmuhle aus bickelsberg im Freilichtmuseum Vogtsbauernhof Gutach 2014”
(2015). Aluminium, record 16 STA module, Glass, Steel, Silicone caulk, mixed media. 108 × 142 × 9”

Accompanying these works is a series of panels entitled “Rain Over Water” (2015). Eight black denuded
solar panels stand in solemn succession. Housing slices of vacuum-sealed pig brains or zinc casts of those
brains—as well as RFID tags, labels that transmit and receive digital information—the works resemble
monochrome paintings, albeit ones made in the shadow of Silicon Valley. The sealing process strangely
leaves a larger imprint when the brains are embedded into the panel, underscoring the uneasy marriage
of organic matter and the artificial substrate of the solar panel. Also pressed into some of the panels are
the bodies of crickets.
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Hans-Christian Lotz, “Rain Over Water” (2015). Pig brains, RFID-tag, 5 1/3 × 3 1/6’ × 1”.

As with the series of automatic doors, the pieces have a fractured relationship to nature. The pig brains
and crickets are elements of the absent earth from which this seemingly frigid, artificial work somehow
originated. The works, solar panels installed in a fluorescent blank space, evidence their own amputated
relationship to the sun. “Rain Over Water” presents the advance of technology in an impossible, but at
the same time incontrovertible, relationship with nature.
The presence of the RFID tags, an almost a universal symbol for technologic conspiracy, also offers a
disconcerting vision; like crickets chirping, they project information into their immediate environment.
The question raised by the tags, and by all of the works in Lotz’s exhibition, is whether the messages they
project are still useful if there are only other machines to receive them. Sliding doors, too, won’t open if
there is no one to walk through them.
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